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Abstract Rapid gas depressurization leads to gas cooling

followed by slow gas warming when the cavern is kept idle.

Gas temperature drop depends upon withdrawal rate and

cavern size. Thermal tensile stresses, resulting from gas

cooling, may generate fractures at the wall and roof of a salt

cavern. However, in most cases, the depth of penetration of

these fractures is small. These fractures are perpendicular to

the cavern wall. The distance between two parallel fractures

becomes larger when fractures penetrate deeper in the rock

mass, as some fractures do not keep growing. These conclu-

sions can be supported by numerical computations based on

fracture mechanics. Salt slabs are created. However, these

slabs remain strongly bounded to the rock mass and it is

believed that in many cases their weight is not large enough to

allow them to break off the cavern wall. Depth of penetration

of the fractures must be computed to prove that they cannot be

a concern from the point of view of cavern tightness.

Keywords Cavern thermodynamics � Gas caverns �
Thermal stresses

1 Introduction

Gas storage caverns were developed mainly for seasonal

storage, with one or a few cycles per year and a moderate

gas production rate between the maximum and minimum

operation pressure. However, the needs of energy traders

are prompting change toward more aggressive operating

modes. Typically, high-deliverability caverns can be

emptied in 10 days and refilled in 30 days or less. Maxi-

mum pressure drop rates are expected to become faster. At

the same time, compressed air energy storage (CAES) is

experiencing a rise in interest. CAES facilities are designed

to deliver full-power capacity in a very short time period.

Both types of facilities (CAES and high-frequency cycled

gas storage cavern, HFCGSC) imply high gas production

rates and multiple yearly pressure cycles. This cycled mode

of operation of solution-mined caverns raises questions

regarding frequently repeated, extreme, mechanical and

thermal loading.

2 Temperature changes in a gas cavern

2.1 Convection in a gas-filled cavern

In a gas cavern, pressure is almost uniform, as gas density

is small (50–200 kg/m3). Temperature distribution is a

slightly more complicated problem. In a salt formation,

rock thermal conductivity is KR = 5–6 W/m/�C and the

geothermal gradient typically is G = 1.5–1.8 �C/100 m.

However, as gas (or liquid) conductivity is smaller than

rock conductivity, the geothermal gradient at rest should be

larger in the cavern fluid than in the rock mass.

In fact, it can be expected that gas effectively is stirred

by thermal convection: temperature is warmer at the cavern

bottom, gas is lighter, and gas is driven upward by gravity

forces. However, natural convection only occurs when the

geothermal gradient is larger than a certain threshold, the

adiabatic gradient (Gad). Considering the simple example
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of a dry gas, Gad = g/CP where g = 10 m/s2 is the gravity

acceleration, and CP is the specific heat of gas (when

pressure is kept constant). For natural gas, CP = 2,345

J/kg/�C and for air, CP = 1,000 J/kg/�C. In other words,

G [ Gad and, in principle, convection must appear in any

cavern. However, G is not much larger than Gad, and

convection can be impeded in some cases—for instance,

when warm gas is injected at the cavern top, when cold

brine is left at the cavern bottom at the end of the leaching

period, or when gas is cooled to a temperature colder than

the temperature of the brine left at the cavern bottom.

Examples can be found in Quast [22], Fosse and Røvang

[13], Krieter et al. [17], Kneer et al. [16], Klafki et al. [15]

and Skaug et al. [26]. When thermal convection develops,

it is extremely effective. Dimensional analysis shows that

convection is governed by the Prandtl number (Pr = m/k,

v = kinematic viscosity, k = gas thermal diffusivity) and

the Grashof number (Gr = gaGa4/v2), where a is the cav-

ern characteristic length, and a is the thermal expansion

coefficient. The Grashof number is quite high in a large

cavern, and turbulent convection develops. In a brine-filled

cavern, Gad = aTg/CP = 0.035 �C/100 m: onset of con-

vection is certain.

2.2 Heat balance equation

When it is assumed that gas absolute temperature, T, and

pressure, P, are almost uniform throughout the entire

cavern, the heat balance equation can be written (ATG [1];

this equation is at the base of the SCTS software developed

for SMRI.):
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where q;m; T;P are gas density, mass, absolute tempera-

ture, and pressure, respectively; TR is rock temperature.

The gas-state equation can be written P = qrTZ(P, T),

where Z = Z(P, T) is the gas compressibility factor.

Kinetic energy is neglected. The left-hand side reflects the

changes in internal energy minus the work of the external

forces. The right-hand side is the sum of the heat flux

crossing the cavern walls (discussed later; the evolution of

temperature in the rock mass is governed by thermal con-

duction, KR = 5–6 W/m/�C is the thermal conductivity of

salt) plus the heat generated during condensation and

vaporization of water vapor (this term is neglected in this

paper; C is the mass of water vapor.) plus the enthalpy flux

that enters the cavern during gas injection (Tinj is the

temperature of the injected gas.) This flux vanishes when

no gas is injected in the cavern, _m\0 (withdrawal) or _m ¼
0 (standstill).

2.3 Gas withdrawal

In the following, simplifying assumptions are made. The

boundary condition at cavern wall raises a difficult prob-

lem: it is likely that gas temperature gradient is large in a

thin boundary layer at cavern wall whose thickness

depends on wall roughness and on the rate of the convec-

tive gas flow. For simplicity, it is assumed that rock tem-

perature at cavern wall equals gas temperature and that

cavern walls are smooth (for a discussion of the effects of

irregularities, see Krieter [18]). Only gas withdrawal is

considered, _m\0. The gas compressibility factor is Z = 1,

and the gas-state equation writes P = qrT. Cavern com-

pressibility is quite small when compared to gas com-

pressibility and the cavern volume is assumed to remain

constant. The case of an idealized spherical cavern, radius

a, is considered. Equation (1) then can be re-written:
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tc = a2/pkR is the rock thermal diffusivity (kR = 3 9

10-6 m2/s is typical.), and r = Cp - Cv is the difference

between the specific heats of the gas at constant pressure

and constant volume, respectively. In an actual cavern, the

right-hand side of (2), or the heat flux crossing the cavern

walls, cannot be neglected and the ‘‘adiabatic’’ solution, or

T/T0 = (m/m0)c-1, where c = Cp/Cv, does not apply.

Dimensional analysis proves that, following withdrawal of

a certain amount of gas (in % of the total gas inventory),

gas temperature at the end of the withdrawal is lower when

the withdrawal rate is faster or when the cavern is bigger.

2.4 Example

Crossley [11] describes a withdrawal test performed in a

Melville (Canada) cavern. The measured flow rate, cavern

pressure and temperature are drawn in Fig. 1. Equation (2) was

used to compute pressure and temperature evolutions. The

following values were selected: c = 1.27 and CP = 2,347

J/kg/�C. The cavern volume is V = 46,153 m3, but its shape

was unknown and the surface/volume area was (artificially)

increased by a factor of 2 to reach a good fit between measured

and computed values. Note that slightly before the end of the

withdrawal phase (day 5), gas temperature starts warming, as

heat flux from the rock mass becomes quite fast.

2.5 Depth of penetration of temperature changes

Solving Eqs. (1) or (2) allows computing temperature

evolution. Generally speaking, penetration of temperature
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changes in the rock mass is slow. For instance, when a cold

gas temperature has been kept constant at the cavern wall

during a t-long period of time, the rock temperature is

changed significantly in a domain at a cavern wall with a

thickness of d = (kRt)1/2, or d & 3 m after t = 1 month.

Brouard et al. [8] considered a spherical cavern and applied

a periodic temperature distribution at the cavern wall. They

proved that accurate temperature computation requires that

a refined mesh be used in the vicinity of the cavern wall.

The temperature distribution as a function of the distance

from the cavern wall when the gas temperature is minimal

is shown in Fig. 2. Three cycling periods were considered:

1 day (CAES); 1 week; and 1 month (corresponding to an

‘‘aggressively’’ operated HFCGSC). In this last case,

temperature fluctuations are divided by a factor of 10 at a

3-m distance from the cavern. (This distance is not strongly

influenced by cavern radius.)

3 Stress changes at cavern wall

3.1 ‘‘Thermal’’ stresses

Cooling (or warming) at the cavern wall generates thermal

stresses. Orders of magnitudes can be computed easily. Let

DT \ 0 be the difference between the rock temperature at

the cavern wall and the virgin temperature (geothermal

temperature) at cavern depth. Normal stresses generated by

this difference are small (at the cavern wall, the thermal

normal stress is zero.); however, tangential thermal stres-

ses are of the order of rtt = -EaRDT/(1 - m), where

Fig. 1 Melville Cavern. Gas withdrawal rate, pressure and temperature evolutions, as observed and as computed by LMS (after Crossley [11])

Fig. 2 Temperature distribution in the rock mass after 5 cycles, when

gas temperature is lowest. Cavern temperature is periodic, varying

from 0 to 20 �C. Three periods are considered: 1 day, 1 week and

1 month. After 5 cycles, a periodic temperature evolution is reached

in the rock mass
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E = 18,000 MPa is the elastic modulus, m = 0.25 is the

Poisson’s ratio, and aR = 4 9 10-5/�C is the thermal

expansion coefficient of the rock. When DT \ 0 (gas

cooling), the tangential thermal stresses are tensile, and

-rt/DT = 1 MPa/�C. This is a very high figure, tensile

stresses are so large that rock tensile strength of salt

(1–2 MPa) is exceeded and fractures open.

3.2 Example: thermal fractures in a ventilation shaft

Wallner and Eickemeier [27] discussed the onset of fractures

in an intake air shaft in a salt formation (Fig. 3). ‘‘During the

cold season, temperatures in the shaft decreased by 20 �C …
within a time period of 80 days… horizontal and vertical

fractures were detected by routine inspections in the shaft.

Theses fractures had an average spacing of about 2.8 m. The

fracture aperture amounted up to several mm.’’ (p. 365). This

example was also discussed by Zapf et al. [28]. Rough com-

putations explain such a phenomenon. The shaft is a cylinder,

radius a. Let P? be the geostatic pressure at shaft depth. It is

assumed that steady-state mechanical behavior of the rock

mass can be described by a power law

_e ¼ Arn; n = 3 to 6

Steady-state creep closure is reached, and air temper-

ature is cooled down by DT. At cavern wall, stresses can

write [5]:

rrr að Þ ¼ 0; rhh að Þ ¼ �2P1=n� EaRDT= 1� mð Þ;
rzz að Þ ¼ �P1=n� EaRDT= 1� mð Þ ð3Þ

This very simple model predicts that horizontal fractures

appear first when DT \ -(1 - m)P?/nEaR. At a 600-m

depth, P? = 13.2 MPa, and when n = 3, he condition

writes DT \ -4.4 �C.

3.3 Spalling in gas caverns

Is thermal fracturing a significant phenomenon in actual

gas caverns? Several caverns experienced spalling, sluf-

fing, break-outs and fast creep closure. Examples were

discussed in the literature, see for instance Röhr [23], Baar

[2], Serata and Cundey [25], Boucly and Legreneur [6],

Coates et al. [9], Quast [22], Bérest et al. [4], Crotogino

et al. [12], Hévin et al. [14], Rokahr et al. [24]. In most

cases, these caverns were deep gas storage caverns in

which gas pressure was low when the gas inventory was

small. In a gas cavern, cavern shape evolution, cavern

bottom rise and brine–gas interface rise can be measured,

at least from time to time. However, interpretation of these

measurements often is not unequivocal; for instance, both

spalling and creep closure can contribute to cavern bottom

rise. In several cases, break-outs were observed even when

pressure change rates were relatively slow; in one case

overhanging blocks fell down during the first gas injection;

this may be attributed to the reduction in Archimedes

thrust, when fluid density drastically drops after brine

withdrawal; no or small further block fall was observed.

However, Cole [10] described the case of two gas cav-

erns of the Markham storage field in Texas in which severe

spalling was observed. These caverns were cycled 8–10

times per year. Withdrawal rates were 3–4 times faster than

injection rates. Cavern tops are at 3,450 ft (1,050 m) and

3,531 ft (1,075 m), and the original cavern heights were

1,739 ft (530 m) and 2,284 ft (696 m), respectively. The

Fig. 3 Gorleben Mine. Thermal fractures at the wall of a ventilation shaft. Fractures are horizontal and fractures average spacing is 2.8 m. From

Zapf et al. [28]
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first gas injections were in June 1992 (Cavern #2) and

October 1995 (Cavern #5). Cavern operation resulted in

cavern volume loss and salt sluffing from the walls and

roof of the cavern. Brine–gas interface surveys were run

every year. As of January 2002, the caverns had lost 292 ft

(89 m) and 419 ft (128 m) of their depths. A ‘‘material

balance’’ test (the amount of withdrawn gas, pressure and

temperature are carefully measured during such a test) also

had been performed in 2001 to assess the cavern ‘‘free’’

volume, and natural gas sonar surveys were run in January

2002. Comparison of these various methods suggests that

the cavern creep closure was approximately 5 % of the

initial volume; however, a similar volume of salt had

fallen from the walls to the bottom of the cavern. Com-

parison of sonar profiles proved that ‘‘no large sections of

salt from one area of the caverns fell to the bottom cre-

ating the fill… the salt was removed in thin layers over

large areas of the caverns… horizontal cavern closure

occurred… thus closing in part of the area created by the

salt falling.’’, Cole [10], p. 82. Such features are not fully

consistent with the expected effects of thermal fracturing.

Munson et al. [19] also described salt sluffing in oil

storage caverns where no thermal effects can be expected.

In other words, clear lessons are difficult to draw from

case histories [5].

3.4 Fracture mechanics

In principle, Fracture Mechanics allow to predict the

aperture, depth and spacing of thermal fractures [3, 20].

However, this domain is still a matter of researches. A few

simple rules can be stated:

• Fractures are perpendicular to the cavern wall. In a

cylindrical well, fractures are mostly horizontal.

• Fracture depth approximately equals the depth of the

zone in which tensile stresses are larger than rock

tensile strength (assuming that this strength is zero is on

the safe side). Obviously, the development of fractures

modifies the state of stress in the vicinity of the

fractures; the tensile stresses addressed here are those

stresses computed with the assumption that no fracture

exists.

• At the beginning of the cooling process, when the depth

of penetration of temperature changes is shallow,

stresses are tensile in a thin zone at cavern wall and

many thermal micro-fractures appear at cavern wall.

When low temperatures penetrate deeper into the rock

mass, the propagation of many fractures stops and only

a small number of them continue to develop. This

process is illustrated in Fig. 4.

• The ratio between fractures depth and fractures spacing

is not very different from 1.

• The ratio between the aperture of a fracture, or o, and

the spacing between two consecutive fractures, or s,

typically is o/s = -aR DT(DT \ 0 is the temperature

change at the cavern wall). In the case of the Gorleben

shaft described above, DT = -20 �C, aR = 4 9 10-5/

�C, s = 2.8 m and fracture aperture can be expected to

be o = 2 mm or so.

3.5 Effective tensile stresses

It was assumed that fractures can appear when a tangential

tensile stress develops at the cavern wall. (The effect of gas

pressure was not taken into account.) However, this crite-

rion may be too optimistic. When performing a hydraulic

fracturing test in a borehole, fluid pressure in the borehole

is increased to a figure slightly higher than the geostatic

pressure to create a fracture. Such tests are performed

routinely to assess in situ stresses. When interpreting such

tests, one must take into account the onset of effective

tensile stresses. Effective stress is the sum of the actual

compressive stresses (negative) plus the fluid pressure.

When the least-effective stress is tensile (positive), the

onset of fracturing is possible. This criterion is more severe

than the no-tensile-stress criterion considered above.

Whether such a criterion (‘‘no effective tensile stress’’)

must be taken into account is still open to discussion [7].

4 Conclusions

The thickness of the zone in which stresses are tensile can

be computed through standard numerical computations.

Fig. 4 Onset of fractures at a cylindrical cavern wall. A -5 �C

temperature drop is applied at the cavern wall and kept constant. After

some time, fractures appear at the cavern wall. As the cold

temperature front penetrates deeper into the rock mass, a smaller

number of fractures keep growing. (Computations by P. SicSic and J.

J. Marigo, LMS, Ecole Polytechnique)
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Generally speaking, this zone is not very thick because gas

never remains much colder than the rock mass during a

very long period of time. An example was provided in

Fig. 2. There is no significant risk of block fall, as the

blocks delimited by two consecutive fractures remain

strongly bounded to the rock mass [21]. However, some

specific zones (such as non-convex parts of the cavern

profile, or flat roofs whose span is large) are more prone to

develop tensile stresses and can be subject to spalling,

leading to a smoother profile of the cavern. They are not a

real concern. Cavern tightness also must be considered.

The distance between cavern top and salt roof must be

significantly larger than the thickness of the possible tensile

zone. Simple numerical computations allow checking that

this criterion is met.
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